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D)  What degree program are you pursuing now?
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E)  In which Department are you currently pursuing?
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Student Satisfaction Survey on Teaching Learning Process for the Academic Year
2022-23

1. How much of the syllabus was covered in the class?   
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Civil Engineering (CE)
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2. How well did the teachers prepare for the classes?
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3. How well were the teachers able to communicate?
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4. The teacher’s approach to teaching can best be described as
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Thoroughly
Satisfactorily
Poorly
Indifferently
Won’t teach at all

55.1%
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Copy

Always effective
Sometimes effective
Just satisfactorily
Generally ineffective
Very poor communication

14.1%

30.6%

53%
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Excellent
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor

20%

38.4%

36.4%



5. Fairness of the internal evaluation process by the teachers.
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6. Was your performance in assignments discussed with you?
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7. The institute takes active interest in promoting internship, student
exchange, field visit opportunities for students.
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8. The teaching and mentoring process in your institution facilitates you
in cognitive, social and emotional growth.
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9. The institution provides multiple opportunities to learn and grow.
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10. Teachers inform you about your expected competencies, course
outcomes and programme outcomes.
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11. Your mentor does a necessary follow-up with an assigned task to
you.
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12. The teachers illustrate the concepts through examples and
applications.
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13. The teachers identify your strengths and encourage you with
providing right level of challenges.
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13.2%
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14. Teachers are able to identify your weaknesses and help you to
overcome them.
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15. The institution makes effort to engage students in the monitoring,
review and continuous quality improvement of the teaching learning
process.
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16. The institute/ teachers use student centric methods, such as
experiential learning, participative learning and problem solving
methodologies for enhancing learning experiences.
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32.8%
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Strongly agree
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Not at all

12.5%40.7%

40.5%



17. Teachers encourage you to participate in extracurricular activities.
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18. Efforts are made by the institute/ teachers to inculcate soft skills, life
skills and employability skills to make you ready for the world of work.
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19. What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD projector,
Multimedia, etc. while teaching.
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Strongly agree
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Strongly Disagree

14.4%39%

41.3%
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To a great extent
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Some what
Very little
Not at all

40%

45.6%

Copy

Above 90%
70 – 89%
50 – 69%
30 – 49%
Below 29%

13.2%

38.2%

39.5%



20. The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your institute is
very good.
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Strongly Disagree

12.6%
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43.1%



21. Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching – learning
experience in your institution.
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Nothing

No suggestions

NA
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N/A

Yes

nothing
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Overall good

Na

...
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Very good

All are good

no

good

--

All good

No remarks

Good teaching

No need

..

Excellent

Good teaching

none

N

Nothing to say

Improve

Nice

No comments

Ok

Very good teaching

Nill

No suggestions.

No comments



All good

Excellent

Everything is good

Communication with students

yes

Everything is fine

Nope

Must improve paper valuation

Well

No remarks

Nothing to say

Before coming to class prepare concept thoroughly

Normal

Encourage students to be curious, explore freely, and collaborate for innovative ideas.

Please make sure t teach the students with the new technologies and practical knowledge and
how to make money out this btech

......

nothing

Ac class rooms

Provide AC classes

It's very good interaction with teachers.They never disappoints us they are ready to serve us
again and again if we are with enunmerous doubts

Do

Use Black board to explain, increase voice to speak,easy way to explain everything

Better communication, be friendly, be kind to us



Provide ac classes,provide hygiene classes ,provide stress less classes.

Good material, easy understandable lectures

All teachers should be expert not like some one only teach good ,some teachers are only
experts.Labs are less familiar to staff they teach like relaxed

Improve the lab facilities and conduct technical programs and conduct sports tournaments

Improve somewhat better

Class room assignments.

Give some time to prepare for the practicals ....as we are Ece students we are not able to
perform practicals everyweek at the first time itself....but sirs are forcing us to get the output
at the first attempt in practice labs

_

Nothing else

nthg

Practical learning, teaching the content deeply

Good experienced teachers, nice communication with students and good environment that can
promotes and enhace our educational skills...

Digital explanation

Teach slow,try to explain clearly ,

Use technology in the classroom

Teachers are being very friendly, good style of teaching,

1.Good Interaction with students 2.Motivating students to learn more from out of what they
learn in syllabus or books Teachers doesn't have to show partiality between students

Good faculty

Skills wise learning is less than compared to academics, especially in our branch there is no
skills based learning

Should improve in some fields

Practical knowledge is required more



Teachers are lagging behind to implement practical things towards students

To improve teaching teacher can explain according to student point of view

To do internships outside , and better to take to field visits.

In our current sem we have 1 best teacher out of 5 subjects...due to this ratio we become poor
in subjects

They are giving their best.So, There's nothing to suggest.

Teacher should teach the subject little slower

Syllabus reduce

Need to have Better connections between teachers and students

1.Explain with Real Life Examples. 2. Complete Total Syllabus. 3.Help students to improve
Practical Knowledge

Better don't use the ppt slides method of teaching for problamatic subjects better to follow
black board
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